
 

 

 

Intermediate break and recap - 2 
 

Welcome to the third part of Neigongo 

 

You’ll already be experiencing a subtle yet palpable shift in the way you’re 

positioned within your body and how you’re more automatically referring all 

experience back to body-centred awareness, rather than being stuck in whatever 

story or stories you’re telling yourself. 
 

And you’ll be finding your personal power levels have risen significantly as a 

result. The course is designed to infiltrate the habitual trance of everyday life 

sufficiently to embed itself permanently in your deepest circuitry. 
 

However, just like becoming fluent in any language, for this is essentially a new 

(though ancient) language you're learning, unless you use it, you lose it – not that 

it vanishes from your circuitry, but your retrieval system for it atrophies. 
 

So it’s fairly vital that you do make a contract with yourself to keep using it. This 

will happen naturally simply by remembering everything so far as you work, rest 

or play in any given day. 
 

However, to really make the connection fully viable between that aspect of you 

that tends to lose itself in the everyday trance and this new deeper aspect 

awakened by the training, I wholeheartedly advise you to download all three parts 

of the course so far – video, audio and text, if you haven’t already done so and to 

go through it again and even again if needs be. 
 

I’ve included a suggested 8-day training review you can do and advise doing it at 

least twice through. Then if you enjoy and value the experience, incorporate it as 

part of your daily regimen from now on. Naturally the more regularly you do this, 

the more powerful the effects will be, as there is literally no end to the depth, 

breadth and height you can reach inculcating and using the eight principles from 

here on in. 
 

What you’ve done now is set up the template. However this obviously doesn’t 

mean you’ll never have a wobble, or never fight again against the new levels of 

wellbeing the course has installed in you. Of course you will, if you’re human. 

However by simply bringing awareness back to the principles again and again, 

you’ll relatively swiftly experience a burgeoning state of perpetual centeredness 

and empowerment and levels of self-struggle will diminish proportionately. 
 

What you’ve also done here and will be reinforcing, is set up a whole new 

template for being you, a whole new body-referenced model of relating to both 

yourself and others. This provides the basis for going into the study of how to 

develop the chi (psychically charged life force) that the practice of Taoism is 

famous for. 



 

 

Developing chi is imperative for mastering all the more advanced skills of self- 

healing, self-realization, self-defence, manifesting success, manifesting wealth, 

and eventually going on to learn how to heal others and even teach others the 

methods yourself, all of which will be covered in a series of advanced courses to 

be announced shortly. 

 

8-Day Review Training 
 

The best way to conduct training is to do the exercise routine, using the relevant 

video and text accompaniment [given below] in the morning, ideally before 

getting busy with anything or anyone. This might mean getting up ten minutes 

earlier than normal and it will be worth it. Before starting, drink a glass of water 

and pee if you need to, to help clear your system of toxins. 
 

Then during the day, remind yourself about the relevant focus [given below]. 

Finally at night before going to sleep, listen to the relevant audio [given below]. 
 

Do eight days straight without a break, then give it a rest for two days, start again 

and so on. 
 

In the unlikely event this feels too intense, build up to it by leaving a day in 

between, thus stretching the course over 16 days. 
 

I’m offering this as a guide. Naturally use your intuition to build the training 

around your own pace and schedule over time. 
 

The following sequence is incredibly simple yet extremely powerful now you’ve 

completed the course and have a full grounding in the techniques. It essentially 

comprises practicing the routine in the day-5 review video for each of the eight 

weeks, at a rate of one per day as follows: 
 

Day 1: Moving As A Unified Force. Exercise routine from week one day five, 

focus from week one day five, plus week one affirmation audio. 
 

Day 2: Mindful Breathing. Exercise routine from week two day five, focus from 

week two day five, plus week two affirmation audio. 
 

Day 3: Expanding Posture: Exercise routine from week three day five, focus from 

week three day five, plus week three affirmation audio. 
 

Day 4: Relaxing: Exercise routine from week four day five, focus from week four 

day five, plus week four affirmation audio. 



 

 

Day 5: Sinking: Exercise routine from week five day five, focus from week five 

day five, plus week one affirmation audio. 
 

Day 6: Midbrain Focus: Exercise routine from week six day five, focus from week 

six day five, plus week six affirmation audio. 
 

Day 7: Open Heart: Exercise routine from week seven day five, focus from week 

seven day five, plus week seven affirmation audio. 
 

Day 8: Being Tao: Exercise routine from week eight day five, focus from week 

eight day five, plus week eight affirmation audio. 
 

Certain exercises are highly portable and so lend themselves well to use on the 

move, on public transit, walking down the street, sitting at work, watching a 

movie and so on and are an effective way to further inculcate their power into 

your system in the midst of daily life. 
 

On the way to work, sitting or standing: week one, day four – press into the navel 

and sink your weight as if standing in horse stance (you don’t actually have to 

bend the knees much if in public – subtly will work fine to focus you and 

streamline your energy) – if sitting simply feel your weight sink through your sit- 

bones. 
 

Walking to work, walking or running anywhere or whenever exerting yourself: 

week two day two – four stage breathing combined with belly breathing, to 

harmonise the breath and energy and focus your mind. 
 

On arriving at work or whenever having entered a space with other people: week 

three day two – lengthen your spine – this will automatically trigger the rest of the 

postural alignment and optimization and give you a greater sense of self-worth in 

the company of others. 
 

On finding yourself stressed from overload at work or home: week four day one – 

tense and release all muscles – this will give you instant relaxation and rest your 

internal computer ready to see things more clearly and calmly. 
 

On feeling like you’re getting lost in externals and needing to regroup internally: 

week five day one – breathe through heels - done sitting or standing – this will 

immediately ground you, clear your head and bring you back into your body. 
 

On feeling as if you’re becoming confused by all the action and noise going on 

around you or that you’re losing perspective: week six, day one – press behind 

ears – this will instantly remind your mind to slip back to midbrain position and 

thus help you regain instant command of the situation. 



 

 

On feeling isolated, lonely, misunderstood, or generally unhappy: week seven day 

four – just press palms – this will increase the flow of love in and out and induce 

greater happiness. 
 

On feeling momentarily without purpose or direction, becoming emotionally 

unsettled or generally losing perspective: week eight day four – focus on golden 

ball of chi and place visualisation inside it – this will remind you instantly of your 

higher purpose as a channel for the Tao. 

 

Ok, that’s it. So, from one to another, I salute you and wish you benefits beyond 

your wildest dreams. 
 

And now on to the next bit - 

Toodlepip with Love, BD 


